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As a Minecraft player, you're probably no stranger to fashion. You know those great little packages you add to your game make it ten times more interesting. Whether they're cosmetics related to the game or otherwise, good Minecraft modifications can really improve the gaming experience. Minecraft Pocket Edition (PE) and Minecraft
windows 10 edition, Minecraft Addons almost do the same. Minecraft Addons are downloadable treats that can give your game a little something extra to spice it up. Content:DragonsMega MechMinecolonies ImmersedMutant CreaturesAlien InvasionCastle Siege3D Portal Gun AddonHallowed HallowAmazing MobsMob TowersEnder
HorseConclusionFrom Dragons to Drowned, castle sieges to actual alien invasions (yes, really), here are some of the best Minecraft accessories you should download for this 2021.Want to learn valuable skills while signing up for CodaKid classes that use games like Minecraft to teach coding to kids!62+ Courses | 250 Quests | 700
Challenges | Updated Monthly | Online Mentor Support from Professional Developers | Sign Up Today Free TrialDragonsWhy Bats When You Can Have a Dragon? Seriously. Blind, tall, screaming rat mammals that can fly or majestic, breathe with fire, bone crunch, majestic reptiles that prey on the village, which can also fly? The answer
is pretty obvious to us. That is why we are eternally grateful to the fantastic creator of GONA for the nixing of bats and putting these neat lizard kings in their place. Release your How to Tame Your Dragon Fantasies by boldly venturing into caves to find a powerful, hostile-mob-destroying reptile friend of your own. Or you can head into
creative mode and plant yourself a Bat Spawn Egg. Same. But that's just why you're warned! These Minecraft addon dragons love scooping up sheep and burning them into the crisp. There is also a 17% chance the Dragon crowd is hostile. Pretty low, but it's still there. (By the way, as a fast plug, CodaKid launched an awesome Minecraft
Modding course called DragonRider, where you get a mod for your Enderdragon with Java, fly around, and equip it with awesome fireball launchers and custom armor! We have a free 14-day trial of our Mod Development Courses HERE.) Mega MechDownloading is going to add - and we quote - a ginormous mechanical robot that comes
with a whopping 500HP and powerful rock 'em socks 'em approach. Almost pacific rim meets every giant robot anime ever, but make it minecraft.A pretty cool combination if we say it ourselves. At the same developer who brought you dragons addon, this Mega Mech Addon is every bit of fun. It is designed to mount and control the puny
human player (as is the way the most giant mech-themed media goes), but it can also take the lead and fight the hostile Minecraft crowd itself. Mechanically speaking, this Minecraft add-on fundamentally replaces Iron Golem. Craft it with four (4) iron blocks and one (1) bring your (giant) bucket bucket Life. Minecolonies ImmersedEver
idea to create a cozy, bustling little multicultural Minecraft cosmopolitan for your game? This creative, world-creating, interactive package of urban buildings (by Let's Dev Together) allows players to design their minecolony - complete with unique crafted options and fully programmed NPCs!Fill your city with blacksmiths and bakers,
fishermen and farmers, carpenters, cooks and everything that's among them. What about their livelihood? This supplement covered you. Specialised buildings such as warehouses, Townhall and Citizen Huts are also included in this rather broad package. Which, by the way, has been downloaded more than 8000 times since the last
update (June 2020). They even went so far as to add a bunch of voice sounds not to play, automatically generated by citizens! A truly peaceful, immersive experience for players who crave softer, cooler vibes. Mutant Creatures If those hostile Minecraft crowds have lost their fear-inducing mojo, it may be time to resume. Or, in this case,
an attachment. JujuStyle7's Mutant Creatures Addon ups a creep-factor under a decent five or so, turning the existing crowd into straight-to-nightmare fuel. Faster zombies with big heads. Curvy cervical reptiles with four (!!!) legs. Deformed sinking that can summon trident-wielding minions. Really, really think it's one over before installing
it – especially if you're just into it with cosmetic creepiness. Because this Minecraft add-on will also beef up said mutant crowd. That minion call sank, which we mentioned earlier? Even half of it. Mutant reptiles are no longer scary ocelots. Mutant Wither Skeletons must unlock the final shape and giant sword. Mutant Strays and Skeletons
fire arrows at the same time. But if you want an additional challenge, then by all means. Show me those natural weirdes who are the boss! Alien InvasionMaybe Dragons and Mega Mech weren't enough for you. Maybe you want your game to be a real sci-fi-robot-fantasy alliance, with a dash of cool, space-y, high-end technology thrown at
good measure. If you enthusiastically nod your head, this Minecraft accessory is perfect for you. Defend your city from alien invaders - aka the fast zombie crowd painted green - as you stock up on powerful new weapons. When you deal with the threat from the sky, strong extraction is the next step. Explore every area of a new age,
futuristic city in order to find (and eliminate!) all forms of alien infestation. The word to the wise; foreigners do not take the fall damage. So when you see them jumping out of their IUO, don't cross their fingers and hope they will destroy themselves. It's a great meme material, but also a disappointing game. Castle SiegeAlien invaded
Minecraft Addon, but make it medieval. This is true - there is also an annex to this. Made awesome sethbling with Blockworks and Mindcrack, it's an add-on challenge for you to defend the castle from a stunning army of hostile crowds. They're here to take your land, and yours. Your. is to say: Not today, sir! Or... You can also choose to
lead said swarm army of enemies. Yup! In this siege simulator, you can choose to defend the castle or lower it. Quite versatile, everything is considered. The package was last updated in 2016, but it still gets many recent downloads. The last number was about 8200 unique downloads.3D Portal Gun AddonIf you are a big fan of portal
gaming series, you are going to love this Minecraft addon. And if you just know the portal game series, you probably still like it. Based on the above game, this accessory allows you to travel around the world in style using the famous portal weapon - no script involved! It's a masterful element consisting of seven (7) iron ingots, a Nether
star, and an Ender gem. Put them all together, and bam! You have a Blue Portal gun (Point A), locked and loaded. Shoot the blue portal to get the Orange Portal gun (Point B) and really complete the experience. Take a walk through the blue portal to teleport where the orange portal is located and vice versa. You can cancel portals by
hitting them enough times to destroy them. Hallowed HallowHalloween's season may be over, but the chill can be felt all year round. Especially with top Minecraft accessories like this. Published on October 27, 2020 by BladedAxe77, this is a relatively newer addition for many, many (many) Minecraft add-ons. However, this is already very
promising. Minecraft PE players get to enjoy a brand new original biome full of new crowds (spoiler alert: ghosts), new food, new building blocks, and some delicious tidbits lore. No joke; the developer came up with an orderly backstage and everything! Apparently, this persecuted forest biomas were once a lush, prosperous habitat –
before that it fell victim to a mysterious disease. Now ghosts flit between trees and Hallowed Slime wandering the ground. There is even a mysterious mob called Trick or Treator that you can apparently trade sacred ingots and candy with. If you can look past their undead pallor, of course. Amazing MobsEver wanted to battle Minecraft
Manticore? What about Minecraft Medusa? Maybe some Titanium-shaped chickens? Or an increasingly weak Unicorn? GONA Minecraft PE addon – Amazing Mobs – gives you the ability to do just that! It mixes myth creatures with some minecraft flavors to create truly impressive (and frightening!) new creatures. Say goodbye to dull
chickens, screechy bats and regular wolves. This package is the definition of going big or going home, and trust us; they really deliver to the next one. Our personal favorite would be a dark Scorpio, because who doesn't want a friend so sharp, they spy? Still be warned! Scorpions come in two different colors. Green loves raw meat and if
you put enough effort in it, he could learn to love you. Black? Let's say no love and carcasses receive this scorpion to even tolerate you. Mob TowersThis Minecraft addon is available like Battle Towers Addon, that basically gives Minecraft PE players brand new goals:1) Find all new Mob Towers (8 in total) ... 2) ... and conquer them coldbloodedRading these modded towers is basically the same as raids but naturally generated by the Minecraft structure. You go, you whack-and-attack where you need to, and you collect a sweet, sweet loot along the way. In this case, looting depends on the kind of mob tower - like stone, stone, dessert and mesa towers, just a few
examples. As you near the top, get ready to prove your mettle. Sprinkle your steel and hear your back as Tower Golem awaits you at the final level. Beat it and you successfully bag bragging rights like that mob tower conqueror. And some cool loot, of course. Usually diamonds. Ender HorseLast – but certainly not less – on our list is the
elusive Ender Horse.Tall, majestic, and every bit as chaotic as you'd expect, this top Minecraft addon transforms a zombie steed - which, on its own, is already quite scary - into a frightening creature that strikes fear and intimidation to anyone who sees it. Or something for this purpose. Seriously, though. Ender Horse is a black, beautiful
creature with a purple maneuver and the ability to teleport. Randomly. You can tame this beast, but you can not tame its teleportation. Nor can ender horse. So where you two end up is anyone to speculate. But if you live in chaos, confusion, and unknown, this Minecraft addon – and the mob it delivers in the game – should be up well in
your alley. Conclusion We hope this extensive list has given you ideas on how you can elevate your Minecraft experience to the next level with the best Minecraft add-ons. Let me remind you minecraft accessories we covered:Table of Contents:DragonsMega MechMinecolonies Immersed Mutant CreaturesAlien InvasionCastle Siege3D
Portal Gun AddonHallowed HallowAmazing MobsMob TowersEnder HorseConclusionWhich these Minecraft accessories do you think you want to try first? If you're worried about them potentially crashing your game or causing it a glitch (somehow), don't worry. Like minecraft modifications, Minecraft accessories are usually widely tested
in devs before they are released. Did you like our Minecraft Accessories Guide? Be sure to check out other useful guides below! If you are interested in learning to encode while playing Minecraft be sure to check out our Codakid classes today! Try this without risk for 14 days! Day!
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